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Figure 2: Asymptotic behavior (limiting state probabilities). 
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Figure 3 Gain behavior & limiting state 
probabilities (A = 2, δ = 0, β = 0.4).
Figure 4: Optimal investment, limiting state 
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Figure 5: Optimal protection, investment, & 
limiting state probabilities (A = 2).
Figure 6: The optimal gains and gains ratio 
of the firm and the authorities, & the 
optimal protection – no protection gains 












Figure 7: The optimal level of protection for 
different scale factors.
Figure 8: The optimal level of investment 
for different scale factors.
Figure 9: The optimal gains ratio of the 
firm and the authorities for different scale 
factors.
Figure 10: The optimal gains ratio of the 
firm for the protection and no protection 
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Table A1: Optimal system behavior under legal protection.
